Visual perception is often challenged by various difficulties that act concomitantly and whose respective impacts may therefore be hard to distinguish. We used event-related potentials to dissociate the impact of target saliency, generated by occlusion, from that of interference produced by incongruent nontargets. In one block, the target (a square) partially occluded another square tilted by 45º. This nontarget square interfered only to a small extent with target perception. In another block, the target was the occluded stimulus, and interference from the nontarget was substantial. Blocks including two kinds of overlapping shapes (a cross and a square) were added to control for the interference effect. Block comparisons revealed that occlusion modulated an occipital N250 and reaction times. In contrast, interference modulated a parietal N380 but not reaction times.
Two of the fundamental, complementary roles of the visual system are to locate specific objects and to evaluate their status and condition. In vision research, these functions are generally tested through the detection of a target presented among distractors and the subsequent discrimination of the specific properties of this target. For the participants to achieve accurate detection and discrimination, the target must be maximally attended, and any nontarget must be ignored. If not adequately ignored, the nontarget can influence the discrimination of the target, but only under the following conditions. First, the nontarget must resemble the target. For example, a task could require participants to discriminate the direction of a target arrow flanked with nontargets that are also arrows (modified version of the Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974, task) . The correct response will be delivered more slowly if the nontargets are pointing in a direction opposite that of the target (i.e., incongruent condition) than if they are pointing in the same direction (i.e., congruent condition) or in a direction that is not a response option (e.g., up; i.e., neutral condition). Interference causing similar delays of reaction times (RTs) has been found with various stimuli, such as Stroop stimuli (i.e., a color name printed in color; Stroop, 1935) , hierarchical stimuli (i.e., a large global letter made up of small local letters; Navon, 1977) , and flanker stimuli (i.e., a letter flanked by other letters; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) .
The second condition necessary for nontargets to interfere with target processing pertains to the relative visual saliency of these stimuli. The nontargets must be more salient to compensate for the instruction that explicitly invites the participants to ignore them. This compensation is generally mediated by some properties of the nontargets that have visual precedence over the properties of the target. This is well demonstrated with hierarchical stimuli: The global letter has precedence over the local letter (Boer & Keuss, 1982; Paquet, 1994; Ward, 1983) . Interference is indeed greater when the nontarget is global than when this nontarget is local (Navon, 1977) . This result suggests that in order to produce interference, nontargets not only need to be incongruous relative to the target, but also need to be more salient than the target.
Interference and saliency's effects are generally measured as a function of the time taken to discriminate the targets, but the brain processes underlying these effects have also been examined using event-related potentials (ERPs). a cross, and a square over a square tilted by 45º. Three additional stimuli were created by tilting each of these stimuli by 45º. The stimuli with interference were the stimuli with two squares. They will be referred to as the same-shape stimuli. The noninterfering stimuli were the stimuli with a cross. They will be designated as the different-shape stimuli. The stimuli were inlaid in a black annulus used to create a condition in Brodeur, Lepore, Bacon, and Debruille (2009) . It was preserved here to make the results of the present study comparable to those of the previous one.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated room. The stimuli were presented in a random order on a computer screen (with a 75-Hz refresh rate) that was placed 60 cm away from the participants' eyes. All of the stimuli had side lengths covering 12º of visual angle. Each stimulus appeared for 400 msec, with intertrial intervals varying between 1,800 and 2,200 msec (M 5 2,000 msec). The participants were presented with four blocks of 100 stimuli. The same-shape stimuli were used in two blocks, one with the nonoccluded stimulus as the target (i.e., nonoccluded target) and one with the occluded stimulus as the target (i.e., occluded target). The different-shape stimuli were used in two other blocks. The target was the nonoccluded square in one block and the occluded square in the other block. The instructions for all of the blocks indicated that the participants should discriminate the target by pressing one key of a keyboard when the target was a square and another key when it was a tilted square. The participants were explicitly instructed to perform the task by focusing their attention only on the designated target and to ignore the nontarget. The blocks were administered in a counterbalanced order across participants.
Data Acquisition
The EEG was captured by 28 tin electrodes placed according to the 10-20 system (American Electrophysiological Society, 1994) on an elastic cap (ElectroCap International). Two additional electrodes were placed on the external canthi and two below each eye to monitor eyeblinks and ocular movements. The impedances in all channels were reduced below 5 kΩ. The signal was referenced to the right earlobe. High-and low-pass filters with half-amplitude cutoffs set at .01 and 100 Hz, respectively, were used in addition to a 60-Hz electronic notch filter. The signals were amplified 20,000 times and digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
Data Measures and Analyses
The signals extracted for analysis were epochs between 2200 and 500 msec from stimulus onset. Trials that were contaminated by eye artifacts, excessive myogram, amplifier saturation, or analog-to-digital clipping within the epoch were rejected following an offline automatic rejection procedure. The rejection criteria were analog-to-digital clippings for more than 100 msec and amplitude reaching 6100 µV. As in Brodeur et al. (2009) , there was no significant difference between the ERPs to the square targets and those to the tilted square targets. They were therefore averaged together. This brought the average number of trials per condition to 93. All of the electrodes were included in the analyses, and they were grouped into Conditions of incongruity elicit ERPs with more negative amplitudes somewhere between 200 and 600 msec than congruent conditions (Han & He, 2003; Han, He, Yund, & Woods, 2001; Kopp, Rist, & Mattler, 1996; Liotti, Woldorff, Perez, & Mayberg, 2000; West & Alain, 1999) . For instance, incongruent hierarchical letters elicit a larger occipitotemporal N2 than do congruent letters (Han, He, et al., 2001) , and this effect is known to be larger when the target is local (small letters) than when it is global (large letter; Han & He, 2003; Han, He, et al., 2001) . Despite this body of literature, the way interference interacts with saliency has received little attention and is still unclear. Moreover, ERP studies of interference in which stimuli like the hierarchical and flanker stimuli were used have rarely included a neutral condition. Comparison between congruent and incongruent stimuli might reveal specific effects of interference, but these effects can hardly be dissociated from the facilitation effect induced by congruity.
Our purpose in the present study was to investigate the ERPs to interference and to examine the modulation of these ERPs as a function of the saliency of the nontarget. Interference was induced by an incongruity between the orientations of one square partially occluding another square of the same size but tilted by 45º. The saliency of each shape was determined by whether they were occluded by the other square. When the target was not occludedwhen it was in fact occluding the nontarget-the nontarget was not considered salient, and not much interference was expected. When the target was occluded, the nontarget was salient and should therefore significantly interfere. To isolate the ERPs specific to interference, we added another testing block, in which the target and the nontarget also overlapped, but in which the nontarget was physically different from the target. These stimuli should elicit the ERP effects of occlusion but not those of interference. To better characterize these two ERP signatures, we have also conducted independent-components analyses (ICAs).
METHOD Participants
Twenty right-handed participants (13 female) between 18 and 30 years old took part in the experiment. All of the participants reported, on a written questionnaire, that they had normal or correctedto-normal vision and that neither they nor their first-degree relatives had ever experienced a neurological or psychiatric disorder.
Stimuli
All of the stimuli are presented in Figure 1 . Three stimuli were first created by superimposing a cross over a square, a square over 
RESULTS

Behavioral Results
The rate of errors was 3% (SD 5 3) in all conditions except in the nonoccluded target condition with sameshape stimuli, in which it was 2% (SD 5 2). No statistical analysis was conducted because of the very low value of these rates and the likeliness of a floor effect. Mean RTs with the different-shape stimuli were 591 msec (SD 5 75) for the nonoccluded target and 621 msec (SD 5 74) for the occluded target. With the same-shape stimuli, they were of 587 msec (SD 5 70) for the nonoccluded target and 617 msec (SD 5 72) for the occluded target. Significance was achieved only for the occlusion factor, meaning that the discrimination of a target was slowed down when it was occluded by the nontarget [F(1,19) 5 13.82, p , .001]. On the other hand, RTs did not change between the same-and the different-shape stimuli, meaning that similarity had no impact on RTs.
ERPs
Figures 2A and 2B depict the ERPs to the same-shape ( Figure 2A ) and different-shape ( Figure 2B ) stimuli. The ERPs to the occluded target started to be more negative than the ERPs to the nonoccluded target at 210 msec. This effect peaked at 250 msec and ended at 325 msec with the different-shape stimuli. It was consequently labeled the N250. The negativity lasted much longer with the sameshape stimuli and ended at 470 msec. Figure 3A depicts the subtraction data between the occluded and nonoccluded targets of the same-shape stimuli. It suggests that the longer latency to the negativity with the same-shape stimuli was due to another component, which peaked at 380 msec. It can be seen that the 210-to 470-msec negativity was made up of an N250 peaking at the occipital electrodes and of a second negativity, the N380, peaking around 380 msec at parietal electrodes. The voltage maps of the N250 and N380 in Figure 3B illustrate the respective occipital and parietal distributions of these two components. Note that the P1 difference that can be detected by visual inspection of the ERPs to the same-shape stimuli was tested with a 40-msec time window centered on the peak of the difference but was not statistically significant.
The ANOVA conducted on the mean voltage of ERPs in the 210-to 325-msec time window for the 28 electrodes led to an interaction of the three factors [F(27,513) were not significant at the frontal and frontotemporal subsets. There was no significant interaction between occlusion and similarity at any subset. seven subsets: occipitotemporal (O1, O2, T5, T6), parietotemporal (T3, T4, Tp7, Tp8), parietal (Pz, P3, P4), centroparietal (Cz, C3, C4, Cp3, Cp4), frontocentral (Fcz, Fc3, Fc4) , frontotemporal (F7, F8, Ft7, Ft8), and frontal (Fz, Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4) .
Interference was expected under the conditions that there was an incongruity of orientation between the squares and that the nontarget was more salient than the target. Given that these conditions were both met in the occluded targets of the same-shape stimuli, several comparisons needed to be conducted in order to distinguish their ERP correlates. First, the ERPs to the occluded and nonoccluded targets obtained with the same-shape stimuli were compared with those obtained with the different-shape stimuli. Second, the ERPs to the same-shape and different-shape stimuli were compared for the occluded target and the nonoccluded targets.
Occlusion and shape-similarity differences were analyzed within two successive time windows: that of the N250 and that of the N380, respectively. The latencies of these two time windows were based on the results of our previous study with similar stimuli (Brodeur et al., 2009) . In this study, a large negativity to occlusion was found, which encompassed the N250 and the N380 of the present study. It started on average at 212 msec over the occipital electrodes and ended at 466 msec over P3. These two latencies were rounded to 210 and 470 msec, respectively. The first latency was used to define the beginning of the time window of the N250, and the second, to end the time window of the N380. We then took into account the fact that the effect modulating the N250 appeared maximal at scalp locations different from those at which the maximum of the effect on the N380 was observed. The first set of locations was occipital, whereas the second was over P3 (see the voltage maps in Figure 3B ). We then decided to split the 210-to 470-msec time window into two windows at 325 msec, where the N250 stopped decreasing on the subtraction waveforms.
An omnibus repeated measures ANOVA was conducted separately for the two time windows (that of the N250, 210-325 msec; and that of the N380, 325-470 msec) with occlusion (occluded, nonoccluded), similarity (same shape, different shape), and electrode (28 levels) as within-subjects factors. When the interactions were significant, additional analyses were conducted to look for their sources. These analyses were ANOVAs carried out for each electrode subset. The interactions with the electrode factor were computed following an adjustment of the degrees of freedom with the Greenhouse-Geisser (1959) correction. They will be presented with the original degrees of freedom, the epsilon value reflecting the heterogeneity of variance, and the corrected p values.
ICA
An ICA was used to determine whether the components that made the largest contribution to the ERPs in the time window of the N250 were different from those that contributed most to the N380 time window. The grand average subtraction ERPs (nonoccluded target 2 occluded target of the same-shape condition) of 29 channels (28 electrodes and 1 channel monitoring vertical eye movements) in an epoch of 2200 to 700 msec (901 time points) were submitted to ICA. ICA decomposes the ERPs into a sum of sparsely activated independent components (ICs) with fixed scalp maps and maximally independent time courses (Makeig, Jung, Bell, Ghahremani, & Sejnowski, 1997) . The ICA was conducted with EEGLAB Version 6.01b ( Delorme & Makeig, 2004 ), a freely available open-source toolbox (www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab) running under MATLAB Version 7.7 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). More specifically, we applied infomax ICA (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995) with the EEGLAB function runica (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) , producing 29 ICs. We then used the envtopo( ) function of EEGLAB to identify the ICs that together accounted for at least 80% of the variance (PVAF) of the ERP effect in the N250 time window (210-325 msec) and those accounting for the same amount of variance in the N380 time window (325-470 msec; Delorme & Makeig, 2004; Onton, Westerfield, Townsend, & Makeig, 2006 To test the N380 and its relationship to the similarity factor, we conducted two similarity 3 electrode ANOVAs: one with the occluded target and one with the nonoccluded target. The interaction was significant with the occluded target [F(27,513) 5 4.39, p 5 .003, ε 5 .146]. The analyses conducted on each subset indicated that the similarity effect was significant at the parietal subset [F(1,19) 5 4.81, p 5 .041] and was nearly significant at the central subset [F(1,19) 5 3.24, p 5 .088]. The N380 was therefore significantly larger for the occluded target of the sameshape stimuli than for the occluded target of the differentshape stimuli over the parietal area. This effect can be seen in Figure 4A . The same analyses were conducted in the time window of the N250 to ascertain that the difference between same-and different-shape stimuli was restricted to the N380. No main effects or interactions reached significance in these analyses. Moreover, there was no significant interaction or main effect of similarity with the nonoccluded target. This is consistent with Figure 4B , which depicts N380s that are mostly identical across conditions. An ANOVA with time window (N250, N380), electrode (28 levels), and occlusion as within-subjects factors was carried out on the ERPs to the same-shape stimuli. There was a three-way interaction [F(27,513) The scalp distributions of the N250 and N380 effects were slightly lateralized. To test this asymmetry, we completed additional analyses from which the midline electrodes (Fz, Fcz, Cz, and Pz) were excluded and in which the hemiscalp factor (left, right) was added. The results indicate that for the N250, there was a hemiscalp 3 similarity 3 occlusion interaction at the parietotemporal subset [F(1,19) 
DISCUSSION
The present study shows that the processing of the shared property (i.e., the square shape) and the processing of saliency are indexed by two different ERP components. We first showed that ERPs were more negative over posterior scalp sites when nontargets were similar to targets and more salient than them. This effect started around 210 msec and ended around 470 msec. These results are globally consistent with modulations that have been reported in other conditions of interference (Han & He, 2003; Han, He, et al., 2001; Kopp et al., 1996; Liotti et al., 2000; West & Alain, 1999) . More analyses showed that the first part of this long negativity, the N250, was specifically modulated by the occlusion factor that was used to manipulate target-nontarget relative saliency. This effect was larger over the occipital area and, more particularly, over the right hemiscalp. Occlusion also affected RTs, indicated by the longer RTs to the occluded than to the nonoccluded targets. The second part of the ERP effect, the parietal N380, was exclusively modulated by the similarity factor or, more specifically, by the interference generated by nontargets that had the shape of the target but that were oriented differently. This effect was greater over the parietal area and, more specifically, over the left ε 5 .149]. The N250 and the N380 therefore had significantly distinct scalp topographies, as was suggested by the subtraction data presented in Figure 3A . The results from the ICAs, displayed in Figure 5 , show that five ICs contributed to 83.4% of the variance of the N250 and to 86.0% of that of the N380. Four out of the five components that contributed the most to each effect were the same: IC1, IC2, IC4, and IC6 accounted for 76% of the N250 and 80% of the N380. Note, however, that all of these components did not contribute to the same extent to each effect. Although IC2 and IC6 made comparable contributions to the two effects (IC2, 24% of the variance of the N250 and 29% of the variance of the N380; IC6, 21% of the variance of the N250 and 22% of the variance of the N380), IC1 contributed more to the N250 (50%) than to the N380 (33%), and IC4 contributed much less to the N250 (6%) than to the N380 (25%). Moreover, one of the five most contributing components, IC14, contributed only to the N250 effect (10% of the variance), and another, IC9, contributed only to the N380 effect (17% of the variance). The leftward shift in the voltage distribution of the ERPs to the same-shape stimuli between the two time windows (see Figure 3B ) could be due to the greater contribution of IC4 to the second effect, because this IC had a left temporoparietal scalp distribution. tion of resources to a salient nontarget happens because this nontarget is complete and has more visible parts than the target. However, these resources may also be useful to the perception of the occluded target (Brodeur et al., 2009) , which needs to be amodally completed. Amodal completion is the process that brings together the disparate pieces of objects and provides them with the impression of a unitary surface placed underneath an occluder (Wagemans, van Lier, & Scholl, 2006) . This impression, which can only be achieved by processing the relative depth of an occluder and an occluded object (Kellman & Shipley, 1991) , significantly favors the perception of the incomplete object (Brown & Koch, 1993; Gegenfurtner, Brown, & Rieger, 1997) . From a different point of view, it could also be argued that the occlusion creates interference by deviating attention away from the target. This possibility has already been put forward to account for the earlier part of the N2 effect elicited by the incongruent condition in the flanker task (Gehring, Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992; Kopp et al., 1996) . In any case, amodal completion and interference both imply that the ratio of target to nontarget saliency is diminished, and this, in turn, can easily account for the longer RTs obtained for the occluded than for the nonoccluded stimuli.
Alternatively, one may reason that the N250 is unrelated to the perception of the occluder but, rather, reflects additional resources specifically allocated to compensate for the incompleteness of the target. In support to this argument, Doniger et al. (2000) showed that fragmenting hemiscalp. Interestingly, similarity did not increase the RTs needed to discriminate the target.
The N250 and N380 had mostly the same ICs. The results showed that four out of the five components that contributed the most to the effect were the same for these two negativities. The difference between the scalp distribution of the N250 and that of the N380 may be due to the component that was specific to each of these negativities-that is, IC14 for the N250 and IC9 for the N380. A closer look of Figures 3B and 5 shows that the voltage map of IC14 best matches the voltage map of the N250. The four other components-that is, those that were common-may have also contributed to this scalp distribution difference, because they contributed to the N250 and N380 to different extents. Three of these four common components had a bilateral posterior scalp distribution, whereas the last one (IC4) had a left centroparietal distribution. One of the posterior components, IC1, contributed significantly more to the N250 than to the N380, whereas the centroparietal component contributed much more to the N380 than to the N250. The mechanisms activated in response to interference might therefore be generic, but the extent of their solicitation probably depends on the specific conditions causing this interference.
N250 and Occlusion Processing
Larger N250s reflect greater allocation of brain resources to process a salient nontarget and/or to compensate for weaker perception of the target. Greater alloca- pictures of objects elicits a negativity that is comparable to the N250. This negativity, the Ncl (i.e., negativity to closure) started at 230 msec and peaked at 290 msec bilaterally over the occipitotemporal scalp region. It was associated with closure mechanisms by which missing information was filled in to allow for stimulus identification. Indeed, closure does not need incomplete objects to be partially occluded and, therefore, does not activate amodal completion. The possibility that the N250 reflects closure is nevertheless undermined by the results from our fore expected. These effects were also foreseen between the nonoccluded target of the same-shape stimuli and the nonoccluded target of the different-shape stimuli, but to a smaller extent, given the small amount of influence that the nontarget had in these conditions. The results did not correspond to any of these expectations. This could be because of the further processing-probably amodal completion-of the target when it was occluded. This processing might have enhanced the perception of the target and contributed to the suppression of the nontarget, up to a point that prevented response completion. In other studies on interference in which hierarchical or flanker stimuli were used, targets were presented intact, and no such additional processing had to take place. Another explanation for the lack of RT differences and centrofrontal N2 effects on interference could pertain to the fact that the incongruous stimuli (i.e., same-shape stimuli) were compared with neutral stimuli (i.e., different-shape stimuli), rather than with congruent ones, as was the case in most studies in the literature. In such conditions of congruency, participants may pay more attention to the nontargets, which would shorten RTs. In conditions of incongruity, however, there would be response competition and, therefore, a lengthening of RTs.
Despite conditions favoring the perception of the target (i.e., amodal completion and the use of a neutral condition), a negativity to interference was found, which indicates monitoring of the nontarget. Because it was not accompanied by changes in RTs, this negativity (the N380) therefore most likely came after the primary visual analyses that are required to discriminate a square from a tilted square . These analyses are known to take place very early in the visual system (Bullier, 2001) . At stimulus presentation, the visual system engages a series of operations that are responsible for extracting the stimulus contours and other features so as to build a schematic representation of the stimuli and to activate further processing (e.g., figure-ground segmentation) that will ultimately ensure the quality of the final visual output and contribute to the phenomenological aspects of perception. Only the early steps of this series may be necessary to discriminate shapes as simple as squares and tilted squares. The subsequent steps nevertheless take place in order to ensure visual perception of a quality corresponding to what we experience in everyday life. The latter processes demand more brain resources when there is interference. This interpretation has the advantage of accounting for the lack of reaction time delays and of frontocentral negativity in our data. It nevertheless requires further investigation to better define the brain processes at stake in the later stages. (Brodeur et al., 2009) . In this study, one of the nonoccluded shapes was a white square overlapping a gray square. Because this square was presented on a white background, it was incomplete and had only the parts overlapping the black annulus and the occluded square as visible contours. Despite its incompleteness, this square created interference over the occluded square, reflected by longer RTs and a negativity starting as soon as 206 msec over O2 when the target was the occluded square (Brodeur et al., 2009 ). If incompleteness alone was responsible for the N250, no difference would have been observed between the occluded and nonoccluded conditions, because they were both incomplete. In fact, the evidence indicates that completion of easily identifiable objects, such as this white square, is processed earlier than the N250, over the N1 or even the P1 (Brodeur, Lepore, et al., 2008; Murray, Foxe, Javitt, & Foxe, 2004; Pegna, Khateb, Murray, Landis, & Michel, 2002) .
N380 and Interference
The ERP effects related to target-nontarget similarity peaked around 380 msec. They reflect the brain response to interference. Of great importance is the fact that the N380 was greater for the same-shape stimuli than for the different-shape stimuli only when the target was occluded by the nontarget (compare Figure 4A with Figure 4B , for which the target was not occluded). This result implies that the similarity of the nontarget to the target is not sufficient to elicit ERP interference effects. The source of the interference also needs to be more salient than the target, which was obtained here by placing the nontarget in front of the target. The modulation of the N380 by saliency was consistent with observations in other studies in which target-nontarget relative saliency was also manipulated. For instance, Han and colleagues (Han & He, 2003; Han, Song, Ding, Yund, & Woods, 2001) reported that the temporooccipital N2 to interference was diminished after the local target of a hierarchical stimulus was made more salient by coloring it. Similarly, Kopp et al. (1996) showed that the N2 effect associated with interference was reduced when the nontargets flanking the target were slightly moved away from that target. Coloring a target and moving nontargets away are two conditions that, as with placing the target in front of the nontarget, increase the target-nontarget relative saliency and lower the amplitude of the negativity produced by incongruity. Such negativities are therefore most likely to be specifically related to the processing of interference.
A nontarget can interfere with the processing of a target at different levels. It can first prime the incorrect response (Kopp et al., 1996) and consequently create response competition (Volberg & Hübner, 2004) . Such interference is normally accompanied by an increase in RTs and a frontocentral N2, specifically reflecting response competition (Han, Fan, Chen, & Zhuo, 1999; Kopp et al., 1996; Van Veen & Carter, 2002) . Neither of these two effects was found in the present results, although the nontarget was associated with an incongruent response. Interference was strong when the target was occluded, and consequently, longer RTs, combined with frontocentral N2s, were there-
